The Survival of Nations and Civilization

Is a vigorous pronatalist policy necessary for national survival in a competitive world? Over the centuries many men have thought so. In the 19th century Parson Weems (who created the legend of George Washington and the cherry tree) wrote:

My friends, 'tis population, 'tis population alone, that can save our bacon. List, then ye Bachelors and ye Maidens fair, if truly ye do love your dear:

O list with rapture to the decree,
Which thus in Genesis you may see:
Marry, and raise up soldiers, might and main,
Then laugh ye may, at England, France, and Spain.

If national survival depends on winning a breeding race, what is the prognosis for America? As of 1970 the United States' population was 205 million out of a world total of 3632 million. That makes us just 5.6 percent of the world's population. One person out of 18 is an American. We are decidedly in the minority.

Everyday we are a smaller minority. We are increasing at only 1 percent per year; the rest of the world increases twice as fast. By the year 2000 one person in 24 will be an American; in 100 years, only one in 46. The projected figures assume that present trends will continue. They may not; but is there any better basis for a national policy?

What should we do? In the past, we might have used these facts to justify imperialism, conquest, and the extermination of other peoples. No more. We are not saints, but we are beyond the point of adopting an explicit national policy of this sort.

Should we, then, take Parson Weems's advice seriously and try to outbreed everybody else? Merely keeping up with the rest of the world would require American women to double the number of their children. Can a government of men persuade women that it is their patriotic duty to emulate the rabbits? Or force them?

If we renounce conquest and overbreeding, our survival in a competitive world depends on what kind of world it is: One World, or a world of national territories. If the world is one great commons, in which all food is shared equally, then we are lost. Those who breed faster will replace the rest. Sharing the food from national territories is operationally equivalent to sharing territories: in both cases a commons is established, and tragedy is the ultimate result. In the absence of breeding controls, a policy of "one mouth, one meal" ultimately produces one totally miserable world.

In a less than perfect world, the allocation of rights based on territory is feasible if a ruinous breeding race is to be avoided. It is unlikely that civilization and dignity can survive everywhere; but better in a few places than in none. Fortunate minorities must act as the trustees of a civilization that is threatened by uninformed good intentions.—Garrett Hardin, University of California, Santa Barbara